44	GREEK NUMERICAL NOTATION
without accents or other marks (except where the numerator or denominator itself contains an accented fraction) ; the method is therefore simply the reverse of ours, but equally convenient. In Tannery's edition of Diophantus a line is put between the numerator below and the denominator above :
Ll       121 thus pita, =   1 - .    But it is better to omit the horizontal line
PKr)      100
(cf.   p   = --- -   in Kenyon's Papyri ii, No. cclxv. 40, and the 128
fractions in Schone's edition of  Heron's  Afetrica).   A few
0tf        2456 more instances from Diophantus may be given : fpvv^ = _
a. era	512
(IV. 28) ; /r^ =	(V. 9) ;  ™W =         .    The deno-
minator is rarely found above the numerator, but to the right (like an exponent) ; e. g. Zes = ••- - (I. 39). Even in the
case of a submultiple, where, as we have said, the orthodox method was to omit the numerator and simply write the denominator with an accent, Diophantus often follows the
0*0
method applicable to other fractions, e.g. lie writes a for •§-j~2~ (IV. 28). Numbers partly integral and partly fractional, where the fraction is a submultiple or expressed as the sum of submultiples, are written much as we write them, the fractions simply following the integer, e.g. a y^ = lj; /3 V <?* = 2| | (Lemma to V. 8) ; to V i^ = 370£ ^ (III. 11). Complicated fractions in which the numerator and denominator are algebraical expressions or large numbers are often expressed by writing the numerator first and separating it by popiov or €i/ popta* from the denominator; i.e. the fraction
is expressed as the numerator divided Ity the denominator :
y thus Mpv . ,£~V* popiov k?. fip/jL$ = 1 507984/20214:4 (IV. 28),
(y)   Sexagesimal fractions.
Great interest attaches to the system of sexagesimal fractions (Babylonian in its origin, as we have seen) which was used by the Greeks in astronomical calculations, and

